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THEY MADE THEIR
MENTORS PROUD
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To bring your grades around,
sometimes all you need is a little
guidance. IN talks to three
students who took the help given
to them by their teachers and
succeeded in their Os.

illy Heng (below) was disappointed
when he had to enter the Normal (Academic) stream four years ago. But on
Jan 12, he graduated from the Express stream at Presbyterian High
School with seven O-level passes.
This made the 17-year-old eligible to apply for his
dream course in cyber and network security.
He was part of the first batch of 370 Normal (Academic) students under the Subject-Based Banding (Secondary) scheme to get their O-level results.
The scheme – on trial at 12 secondary schools since
2014 – lets students from the Normal (Academic)
stream who score at least an A for English, mathematics, science and mother tongue at the Primary School
Leaving Examination study those subjects at the Express level.
It is being extended to all secondary schools from
this year.
Willy, the third of four children whose parents are
chefs, took up mathematics under the scheme. However, he failed it in Sec 1. It made him more determined
to succeed. He passed the subject in Sec 2 and did well
enough in other subjects to move to the Express
stream.
Though it was a huge leap, he said he received a lot
of help from teachers like Mr Loo Hup Tee, 45, his Sec 3
mathematics teacher.
Willy, who scored a B3 for mathematics, said: “Sometimes, he would approach me just to give me extra
help. He was very patient with me and clarified all my
doubts... This really motivated me to do well in mathematics.”
Gracia Lee

Mohammed Irfan Huwairis and his Tamil teacher, Madam Rehena Sherin.
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Mohamed Jafeen Jeeyaudeen and his form teacher, Ms Priyanka Basu Roy.
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hile his fellow schoolmates waited
with bated breath in the school
hall for their O-level results, Mohamed Jafeen Jeeyaudeen, 16,
was cool as a cucumber.
After all, the East View Secondary School student had already secured a conditional offer
through the Early Admissions Exercise (EAE),
granting him a place in Temasek Polytechnic’s
Diploma in Cybersecurity & Digital Forensics.
All he had to do was to score 26 points or
fewer to retain the offer.
Through this course, he hopes to get a job
with the police force in its cyber-security
branch.
This would be a childhood dream come true.
Jafeen’s interest in cyber security started
when he was a young child watching the origi-
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nal CSI: Crime Scene Investigation shows, an
American drama TV series which follows a team
of crime-scene investigators who solve crimes
using forensic science.
“Actually, (at the time) I was more into illegally hacking other people’s (computers), I
thought it was a good thing. But then I realised
it’s a big sin to do that. That’s why I wanted to
become a policeman, and work under the cyber branch,” he added.
Besides having an interest in ethical hacking,
Jafeen also owes his success in getting early admission to his role as chairman of East View’s
Outreach Committee. As chairman, he organised outreach programmes with various primary
schools, both visiting them and hosting them at
East View itself.
“When I joined, I didn’t think I would be han-

HOW THE 2017 COHORT FARED
Last year, 29,112 school candidates and 1,570 private
candidates sat the O levels and the results were released
on Jan 12. The cohort’s performance dipped slightly, as
compared to the year before, with 83.4 per cent of
students getting five O-level passes, compared to the

dling a big responsibility. You have to multi-task
and deploy students (to different roles). At first
I was struggling, but with the help of my friends
and the teachers, I was able to learn.”
Half past two on Jan 12 was the moment of
truth for him.
He scored 20 points in his ELR2B2, allowing
him to join his dream course.
“Jafeen has put in a lot of effort to achieve
his targets. He has always been very driven and
wanted to make his parents and teachers proud
of him. I am very proud that he did what
needed to be done and secured his EAE place.
“It is a very happy moment for me as his
form teacher and everyone here at East View to
see him achieve his dreams,” said Ms Priyanka
Basu Roy, 31.
Chloe Ng

84.3 per cent in 2016. The 96.4 per cent of candidates
who secured three or more passes were also slightly
fewer than the 96.5 per cent who did so in 2016.
In all, 99.9 per cent of candidates passed their
O levels, earning at least a pass in one subject – which
was comparable to the year before.

lready enrolled in ITE, he did
not need to take any O-level
subjects, but Mohammed Irfan
Huwairis took Tamil because,
as he declared to his Tamil teacher,
“Don’t worry, I will become a Tamil
teacher for you.”
The Ping Yi Secondary School student was the only one in his Normal
Technical cohort of 45 to take Tamil Language at the GCE O Levels last year.
Under MOE’s Subject Based Banding system, Normal Academic and Normal Technical students are allowed to
sit for certain subjects at Express level
depending on their Primary School
Leaving Examinations (PSLE) results. Irfan had scored an A for Tamil Language
at his PSLE.
At the O levels, he scored a B3.
His interest in the Tamil language
was sparked from a young age. “Since I
was a young boy, my father bought
Tamil newspapers for me to read and
improve my language skills,” said the
16-year-old.
“We also watched Tamil films and TV
programmes and discussed them afterwards.” These helped him to hold his
own in class, he said.
His teacher, Madam Rehena Sherin,
46, said he was an active participant in
class and spoke eloquently. “In fact, I
daresay he was better than some of the
other Express students,” she laughed.
The teacher and student forged a
bond over the years, with Madam Rehena teaching him Tamil for all four
years of his secondary school life.
Despite excelling in Tamil, Irfan’s
favourite subject in school was science,
he admitted. He enjoyed the experi-
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ments they do in class, he said. “Tamil is
fun, but it’s not as hands-on.”
In his time at Ping Yi, Irfan also took
part in a short Tamil film-making competition organised by Ministry of Education. Despite being initially reluctant because he “knew nothing about film”,
him and two other team-mates eventually took second place. It came as a
huge surprise to all of them, he said.
Their film was scripted and shot over
the course of two weeks, with the three
of them juggling the roles of director,
producer and actor. If not for
Madam Rehena’s encouragement and
support throughout the production
process, they would not have done so
well, he said.
After sitting his N levels last year, Irfan secured a place at ITE College East
to study Information Technology.
However, ITE is but the first step towards his dream – Irfan wants to be a
Tamil teacher. To him, being able to
speak one’s mother tongue well is very
important. “Everyone must learn their
mother tongue because it is their culture and it shapes their identity of who
they are,” he said.
As ITE does not offer a Tamil language course, Irfan is taking a longer
route and intends to head to polytechnic after ITE for a diploma in Tamil Studies.
Madam Rehena said she felt
touched when she heard his declaration
to become a language teacher like herself. “I was really proud and so happy
when I heard that he wanted to be a
teacher. It shows that he really has passion for the language.”
Zan Sam
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